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IS480 | FYP Client Meeting (7) 
MINUTES  DATE: APR 6, 2011  TIME: 13:00  VENUE: SIS LEVEL 5 MEETING ROOM 

Reference: 06042011 

MEETING CALLED BY All 

TYPE OF MEETING Progress Update 

NAME STATUS 

LYNN CHANG CAIRU PRESENT 

CHERYL-JO TAN HUI FANG PRESENT  

PHILIP PANG KAH CHUAN PRESENT 

SHAUN THAM QINWEN PRESENT  

KELVIN CHING KIAN WENG PRESENT 

TEAM 

FIDELIS CORNELIA TAN HWEE 
PING PRESENT (MINUTES TAKER) 

1 IIE 

2 Handover 

TOPIC IIE 

DISCUSSION 
 

- Chris is okay with letting us take part in the award/competition 
 

CONCLUSIONS To submit our application to Ben 

TOPIC HANDOVER 

DISCUSSION 

- Deploying to Chris’ app engine  
 

- Take the latest source code and stick in github so that he can have the latest code 
Have the code that is in github exactly that is deployed 

 
- Can show for our Final presentation that our project has been deployed on client’s ‘side’ 

 
- Update the Google doc à show which is in version 1.0 and which features have not been 

created yet 
à can put the set-up manual for the environment in Google doc too 

 
- Any forms of documentation that we think will be useful 

 
- “But we will be more than helpful to help with any problems that Chris or the next team may 

face” blahblahblah 
 

- Final presentation à can present that we tried embedded payment but we couldn’t do it. So we 
reverted to the normal payment à might be able to show that the embedded payment that can 
be done successfully on Chrome (check-box) à “SMU is too cutting edge for PayPal” 
blahblahblah 

 
 

CONCLUSIONS  

TOPIC FRAUD 



 

 

 
 

 

DISCUSSION 
- Don’t understand the philosophy that we took  
- Need to look up more on this!  

 

CONCLUSIONS  

TOPIC DEMO COMMENTS 

DISCUSSION 

- Put the maximum iteration cost/week to be $250/wk 
- Prompting of hirer to escrow next amount of money (when he comes back) à key use case for 

busy buyers 
- If you have to explain a page, it needs more working on à workroom: have messages that 

explain if waiting for an iteration to be accepted, etc 
- Ensure that the ‘X’ button for rejecting iteration is in line with the Week 1 bar 
- Add a pop-up comment box to inform the user that the he will be now be escrowing the next 

payment 
- Under the badges, show how they got the badges (e.g. amount out of ____ earned) 
- Projects listing after search à pagination (BUG) 
- Projects Listiing à change the wording for ‘Weekly Rate’ à ‘Estimated weekly rate’ (or any 

other phrases) 
 

CONCLUSIONS  

TOPIC FINAL PRESENTATION 

DISCUSSION 

- We solved a business problem à PITCH FOR FINAL PRESENTATION 
- Say we built this system for ____John Tan____ and he loved it so it’s good 
- Less on Django-framework kind of pitch 
- More on connecting the needs of users  
- We didn’t decide to do a mobile app but an online site to get greater outreach 
- The site can still work on mobile too 

 

CONCLUSIONS  

ACTION ITEMS PERSON  
RESPONSIBLE DEADLINE 

1. Drop Chris an email to remind him again about our Final Presentation All 6 April 2011 

2. Submit our IIE application to Ben Kelvin 
After final 

presentation & 
Submission 

3. Ask Jaryl’s company people to sit down with us to do a UAT (just so 
that we can say we had a few real-life testers for Final presentation -_-) Fidelis 6 April 2011 

4. Email Andy Croll to ask for feedback on UI Fidelis 6 April 2011 

5. Change wording on Main Site Shaun 6 April 2011 


